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Abstract
This paper is an auto-ethnographic reflection using the lens of Postcolonial Theory to
investigate the evolution of the political myths propounded by Zionists which is used as
a justification for the existence of the State of Israel. It examines how biblical verses and
expressions such as ‗chosen people‟, ‗promised land‘ or ‗A land without a people for a people
without a land,‘ serve as absolute narratives used by many fundamentalist Christians
around the world including the Churches in the Philippines and Jewish Zionists as the
‗title deeds‘. This state of mind perpetually vindicates ethnic division, military occupation,
and triggers countless violations of basic human rights in the occupied Palestinian
Territory [oPT]. This historical injustice is explored via Edward Said‘s Post-Colonial
concept of ‗imaginative geography‘ in order to consider how the Zionist Jews and Christian
eschatological doctrine reinforce and promote ‗imaginative geography‘ to re-conceptualize
and Zionise the West Bank area. By repositioning our standpoint within the frames of
the oppressed whose voice has been quashed into silence, this exploration aims to
describe the condition of Palestinians whose story needs to be revisited.
Keywords: Arab Jews, Dispensational Theology, Imaginative Geography, Zionism
“No Palestinian State If I am re-elected…”
--- Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, 16 March 2015
“In order to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, we should not dwell in the ancient past—we should forget it.”
--- Slavoj Žižek, 2 March 2015
Introduction
The conflict between Israelis and Palestinians is a challenging hermeneutical problem today
due to the thread of unfounded ideas propagated by evangelical Christian communities which
continue to confound their sense of history.1 In the Philippines for example, Christians are taught in
Sunday school by Christian pastors that Israel is the nation of God. On a personal level, as a
member of such congregation, I accepted this as a personal mantra without having a critical view of
its ideological and geopolitical implications. Being situated in such position, notions of Abrahamic
promises reverberate in the hearts and minds of most Christians which enhances the religiousideological claims of the Zionist movement. As a result, taking the side of the Israelis against
Palestinians is equivalent to the idea that one is in the side of God as the Scripture says so. This
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belief spellbound a lot of Christian communities worldwide as such religious-ideological rhetoric
convince believers to empathize with the Israelis.
Brought about by a cunning UN resolution, the myth of Zionism was installed as a
geopolitical reality when Davin Ben-Gurion was inducted to be the first prime-minister of the State
of Israel. Ben-Gurion gradually inscribed the Judeo-Christian eschatological belief in the minds of
people as he claimed that God mandated him to establish the modern State of Israel.2 This process
enabled Judaism to be hijacked by the ideology of Zionism. This religious discourse legitimized an
apartheid system carved in the territories of the West Bank and Gaza Strip which developed a
thriving sentiment of animosity among its occupants until this day. Moreover, this political ideology
gained a momentum of support as it extended in other communities worldwide since its inception
notably the emergence of fundamentalist Christianity from the European continent and then later in
the United States.3 It is this consolidated literalist interpretation of fundamentalist Christians and the
unfounded political ideology of Zionism which muddled the true history behind the birth of the
State of Israel in the 20th Century as most religious scholars and historians concur. Within the lines
of this debate, pro-Israel Christian churches in the Philippines lamentably joined the same
bandwagon. For example, biblical verses such a “I will bless those who bless you, and whoever curses you I
will curse; and all peoples on earth will be blessed through you"4 are unthoughtfully spoken which creates the
symbolic violence against the ‗Otherness‘ of Palestinians. This literalist interpretation of the
Scripture can be traced during the second wave of American Christian evangelical missions in the
Philippines after World War II, and these views have not been clearly discussed thoroughly among
Protestant and Evangelical Christians.
An inversion of reality occurs when one publicly expresses a blatant criticism of Israel‘s
atrocious policies and actions toward Palestinians. This gesture is usually perceived as a form of antiSemitism and overturns reality in which the victim becomes the villain. What happens further is that
such reversal of the Palestinian reality becomes a political ruse which empowers the one who
victimizes. The American Jewish activist Norman Finkelstein5 contends that castigating the critics of
Israeli political violence against Palestinians as a form of Anti-Semitism is a misleading and
misinformed accusation. Finkelstein argues it was used in order to mislead the international
community from the concrete reality felt in the ground. Such classification are mislabels which
immunizes the State of Israel against criticism from its racist, militaristic, and apartheid policies
toward Palestinians.6 Finkelstein added that the Zionist state uses this misnomer to gain profit,
political clout, and the blind unwavering support of the international community for the
expansionist and illegal settlements of Israelis in Palestinian territory.
To avoid international attention, one of the most intractable acts of the State of Israel is the
implementation of silent transfer policy in area C in West Bank area and East Jerusalem.7 This silent
transfer policy uprooted those indigenous Palestinians from their own land. Critics say it is a covert
policy of the State of Israel to advance their project of colonization or Zionisation of the West Bank
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area. Unfortunately, the manipulation of information, hypocrisy, and duplicity in the mainstream
media about this covert policy, as Finkelstein describes, undeniably observable.
The question then arises as to why this is happening? Scholars suggest that there are two
fundamental reasons: first, the religious presupposition imbedded in my mind that Jesus was a Jew;
second, my Pauline reading of the New Testament was highly influenced by Dispensational
theology. This dispensational theology became the singular frame and foundation of this theological
thinking. According to Dispensational theologians, the modern-day Israel is the direct remnant of
Israelites or the twelve tribes of Jacob.8 Consequently, this religious-ideological statement is
undisputed and universalized among conservative Christian movements in the Philippines.9
Shortly after my three months of the Ecumenical Accompaniment Programme in Palestine
and Israel (EAPPI) everything has been changed. As a result of my understanding of Palestinian
struggle, witnessing, and experiencing life under Israeli occupation I have realised that I need to
rethink my Christian theological stance. Undoubtedly, the Ecumenical Accompaniment Program in
Palestine and Israel program was an eye-opener for me. By cause of growing dissatisfaction with
some of my previous social organizations, cultural practices, and theological convictions leads me to
explore the social ministry of the World Council of Churches. We realized that these mythological
claims of the modern State of Israel and the Western mainstream media are ideologically motivated
to fabricate and distort the imagery of Palestinians. They misrepresent, distort, and mislead rather
enlighten the international community about the actual reality on the West Bank area.
When we visited the massive Gaza border, we got stunned how secured those Israelis
community living near the border. Undeniably, the wall is highly equipped and mobile that can
stream images from various angels. I begin to wonder how the Palestinians in the Gaza can retaliate.
In fact, Palestinians in the Gaza area does not have any military capabilities to do so. I witness how
impossible it is for the people in Gaza to fight back against all these iron domes and huge borders
that have been built by the modern State of Israel. As Noam Chomsky describes that Gaza is an
open air prison.10 All of fabricated images and information about Palestinians was suddenly eroded
in my mind. From time to time, I began to distill some conceptual understanding of my experiences.
Eventually, I became fully convinced that something was wrong with my biblical-theological
propositions about the modern State of Israel. No matter how I tried, I knew that I fell short in my
understanding about the actual reality in the occupied Palestinian Territory as how the Western
media depicted it. Whatever judgment one might take—for or against modern State of Israel--honestly, I find myself enthralled by their distorted claims of being a nation of God.
As British Trotskyist politician Jose Rose points out, this is an intellectual sleight-of-hand to
manipulate the Bible stories to make them fit Zionism‘s political claims on Palestinian land. 11 If we
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take this seriously, the result of this religious ideological doctrine would lead to increasing violation
of the Palestinians’ basic right to exist in the West Bank and Gaza Strip areas.12 Honestly, I spent
two years to process and reorienting my misinformed understanding of the modern conflict in Israel
and Palestine. To my mind, explaining this apparent paradox requires, first of all, a fundamental
discussion that should be made of the historical development of Zionism and the contribution of
Christian eschatology to the present conflict. Second, through postcolonial reflection on the antiessentialist response borrowed from Palestinian intellectual scholar Edward Said, I must be willing
to challenge the dominant view in different theological institutions or seminaries in the Philippines.
Third, I need to address the culture of silence among Christian communities, and lastly, I need to
offer a way of doing philosophy in response to a quest for the emancipation of Palestinians.
Glimpses of the Historical Development of Zionism and the Role of the
Christian Literalist Movement
Geopolitically speaking, the complexity and long-fostering so called religious tension created
by the birth of modern day State of Israel we know today, I would say, originally from competing
demands and interests of Western colonizers and of the entire region, Middle East and North Africa
region. Certainly, it has been prized for its location especially, who control large part of the Middle
East by powerful Western countries. As Chomsky describes, the Israel’s presence in the MENA
region serves as a watchdog or military hardwire of the United States has been thought to be
necessary to counteract those world superpower competitors in black gold/oil industry.13’14 Aside
from these oil market competitions, we know that US-Israel (Zionist) strategic movement in Middle
East appears to be also seeking for political domination in the entire region.15 Inspired by the Zionist
ideology with a religious face, the establishment of the modern State of Israel entails triumphalistexpansionist ideology in the Palestinian territory.16
Moreover, many questions arise including, how and when this ideological movement started?
How did Israel become a powerful state actor in the Middle East region? How is it that World
Christianity becomes silent about the violence/crime committed by the Zionist movement against
the Palestinian people? I will not pretend to know everything. I am stating that in this section I will
provide an overview of the subject matter shortly. Several attempts have already been made to
explain the origins of Zionist ideology. Some scholars attempt to trace the political-metaphysical
myths that framing and justifying the existence of the modern day State of Israel. In this section, the
task is to provide a short introduction to the historical development of the Zionist movement, and
how Christian theology was co-opted or hijacked by this religious ideology by exploiting biblical
idioms, biblical narratives, and casting imaginative geography to justifying the illegal occupation the
West Bank area.
I suggest that ―imaginative geography‖ became a political instrument to frame and reframe
our understanding of the Israel/Palestine conflict and to the entire Middle East region. These
political-metaphysical myths (biblical idioms) are the source to sustain repression and culture of
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silent among Christian community when it comes to violation of human rights in the West Bank
area. Interestingly, how this imaginative geography institutionally purported by
Orientalist/colonialist/ and western academic discourse. Obviously, as Said describes, this fact
continues to be evident in the Palestinian struggles by displacing them and erasing their history and
identity.17
Link to my exposures during the EAPPI program I began to question my theological
understanding and propositions based on dispensational theology. To my dismay, I discovered there
were various theories and historical claims about when and where this ideological movement
gradually and systematically formed. It is rather difficult to determine whether Western Christianity
was at the stage of development or none at all. I learned that the Zionist movement is very
influential political, economically, and sociologically. Admittedly, we are confronted with a religious
ideology that claims to be all-powerful, without any alternative, and it seemingly without any
possibility to challenge or to change it.
Arguably, the creation of Zionism often revolves around the Christian eschatological
doctrine, specifically the ‗Dispensational theology.‘ Stephen Sizer argues that Dispensationalist
theology is a widespread eschatological doctrine created by the Western literalist interpretation of
the Scripture.18 According to Sizer, it divides the history of the world into ‗dispensations‘, divinely
established periods. This theological doctrine holds that God provided Israel with specific promises
which will be fulfilled at a later time. Dispensationalist theologians read the Christian Scripture by
using current events. Obviously, as was to be expected, dispensationalist Christians are selective in
their choice of verses of the Christian Scripture. By literal interpretation and quoting Biblical verses,
they will be justifying their bigotry through the Christian Scripture.
I would consider that dispensational theologians as a community of self-proclaimed endtime
prophets. Western Fundamentalist Christians as expressed themselves as end-time survivalist
community paved the way for the creation of the modern day State of Israel. Using biblical idioms
Zionist Jews and Christian eschatological doctrine reinforce and promote ―imaginative geography.‖
It can be describes that this concept forged, re-conceptualized and zionised the West Bank and Gaza
Strip, Palestine. Ironically, the origins of the Zionist thinkers are secular, and yet, Zionists argue that
the Hebrew Bible is their mandate. As Nur Masalha describes, that Zionists seized, radicalized, and
nationalized the Hebrew Scripture, and it became central sources to modern fundamental myths of
the secular Zionism.19 This pushes Zionist cast imaginative gazes upon territory they coveted or
illegally occupied, and the landscapes captured in such gazes became sites not of reflection and
contestation, but projection and the fulfillment of biblical prophesies. Consequently, the Hebrew
Scripture and the Christian Scripture now became an ideological apparatus to project and justify the
occupation (zionisation) of the East Jerusalem and the West Bank area.
Historically-theologically speaking, Dispensational theology is often discussed and is
extremely complicated therefore; I treated here only partially in a brief sketch. Dispensational
theology was promoted after the First World War by Cyrus Ingerson Scofield (1843-1921), the
author of the Scofield Reference Bible.20 These materials has been circulating extensively among
Christian communities and seminaries on the worldwide. According to critics, these materials has
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elicited a storm of controversy among biblical scholars and Christian communities. One of the
proponent and influential figures of this theological doctrine is John Nelson Derby. Derby‘s biblical
knowledge is questionable. Most of the Christian dispensational theologians consider John Nelson
Darby (1800-82) is the father of dispensationalism and his protégé, namely, Cyrus I. Scofield and
D.L. Moody.21 In his own time, Darby efforts turned into apologetic about Christian theological
understanding of end-times attracted most of American churches. It has been suggested that
Zionism was originally formulated by Christian theologians in the United Kingdom and later, in
Europe region in the late nineteenth century.22 Eventually, it was imported into the United States of
America.
Stephen Sizer argues that Darby‘s protégé, Scofield and Moody, brought Darby‘s sectarian
theology into mainstream evangelical circles.23 Sizer contends that this theological system has been
accepted by the majority of current American T.V. and popular evangelicals, specifically in the US
Bible belt.24 According to the survey, 82% of white evangelical Christians think God gave the Jewish
people Israel.25 The dramatic development of this theological system can be traced from individual
conviction or interpretation to its institutionalization. It might be said that the three largest
seminaries in the US namely, Moody Bible Institute, Dallas Theological Seminary, and Southwestern
Baptist Seminary are the leading school in the world which espouse Dispensational Theology and
are Christian Zionist.26 Aside from these, there are now proliferation of these Christian-Zionist
ideologies and movements both on ground and at the level of institutions, particularly in the mass
media. Obviously, the strategy is supported by American pro-Israeli lobbyists, diplomats, and
Christian churches around the world. This strategy is counter the growing Anti-Christian Zionist
movement around the world which sees it as a new form of anti-Semitism, and those people who
has been anxious about the growing threat to the legitimacy of Zionist political-metaphysical claims
of the modern state of Israel.
One of the powerful international Christian Zionist organizations is the International
Christian Embassy Jerusalem or ICEJ. 27 The ICEJ is also closely linked to one of the largest US
Zionist Christian organization namely; Christians United for Israel lead by American popular
evangelist John Hagee.28 Despite of much controversy about being a Christian and a Zionist at the
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same time, these people are committed to support the Zionist and its dispensationalist agenda. None
of these [forerunners] are intimidated by the critics. These Christian Zionists and dispensationalist
theologians are to be held sacrosanct, vigilant, and have characterized strong emotional value to
defend the modern day State of Israel.
Since dispensationalist theology is diverse, it is difficult to limit all of dispensational theology
into few core values. Nevertheless, the most important beliefs were identified, and there was general
agreement on them among dispensational theologians. The major agreements or themes of
dispensationalist theologies are: first, the modern State of Israel is present nation of God (direct
descendant of the Ancient Israelites); second, the promised land belongs only to modern day Israel
(absolute ownership not conditional); third, the precondition of the coming of Christ is the
rebuilding of the so-called ‗Third Temple‘29 exactly where the Dome of the Rock is located; lastly,
those unbelieving nations would unite and plot against modern day Israel. According to this
theology, Christ will immediately appear to defend Israel. At the end, the modern day State of Israel
would be convinced that Christ is their rejected Savior.
One of the major arguments for Zionist Jews and Christian dispensationalists, that the
modern day State of Israel is the direct descendant of the Ancient Israelite. In results, this historical
claim has spelt a huge amount of trouble and multifarious miseries toward Palestinians. During
1948, the establishment of modern day State of Israel, this theological interpretation mixed with
ideological element, and utilizes as justification for Zionist Israelis to eradicate Palestinian‘s towns,
and villages. In terms of fatalities, the death toll on both sides has been increasing. Statistically
speaking, in 2000 alone, by September 29, at least 1,198 Israelis and 9,151 Palestinians have been
recorded killed.30 In addition, past records and the ongoing slaughters in Gaza strip and West Bank
area not included in these figures. In August 2014 the Israeli military operation in Gaza was
undeniably a crime against humanity.31 The status of modern day State of Israel, as a direct
descendant of the Ancient Biblical Israelites, immune to criticism from global Christians, Jewish
activists, Human Rights movements, and international laws.
Secondly, rebuilding of the third Temple concept is predominant among Zionist Jews and
Fundamentalist Christians who hold that the modern day State of Israel is the direct fulfilment of
promises from the Hebrew Bible. For the Jewish claimant, it is an eschatological fulfillment of the
Davidic promise. As we discussed earlier, this concept is frame and overarching theme within the
Dispensationalist theology and Zionist ideology. Perhaps, I would say, the centrepiece of the Zionist
ideology. One might say the climax of the end-time prophecy is the coming of Christ. The coming
of Christ is to defend the modern day State of Israel against all nations who plotted against them. If
one looks into the countless publications on the theme of rebuilding the third temple concept is
numerous, I find it quite disturbing and dangerous contribution of the Dispensationalist theology
especially in the context of Palestine and Israel conflict. However, it is not all embracing and
acceptable among Jewish, Christian, and Muslim communities. For dispensationalist Christians and
Zionist Jews, rebuilding the third temple would be a national divine symbol to the modern day State of
Israel. Needless to say, this would be a triumph of the western colonialisation of the Palestine, and a
disastrous to the entire Middle East region.
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To fulfill this apocalyptic theme, dispensational theologians argue that global Christian
community should give their unconditional support to the modern day State of Israel. Aside from
Christian supporters, global Zionist movement is gaining a tremendous political support from
powerful Western countries such as US, Britain, and Germany. We witness over a decade ago the
most powerful nation who untiring supporter of modern day Israel is the United States of America.
Both right-wing parties and Christian conservative communities are united to adopt and pursues
Zionist agenda in the United State politics and Middle East region. The results of this special
relationship translated into unconditional military and financial aids to modern day State of Israel are
overwhelming. As Chomsky describes, for decades the US has had this special relationship with
Israel and it is expressed on the two levels of military and economic aid.32 This unholy alliance is
controversial and unchallenged. Instrumentalizing biblical idioms and narratives, Christian
dispensationalist theologians believe that by supporting the Zionist agenda in the Middle East and
North African region is equivalent to preparation of the immanent return of Christ. Alongside, as
John J. Mearsheimer and Stephen M. Walt argues, that the main role of Washington is to provide
unconditional diplomatic support and votes in National Security Council resolutions.33 The points is,
the strong Jewish influence of lobbyists in the US Congress have brought Israel billions of dollars in
financial support from the US and other Western countries. Needless to say, Zionist Jewish
lobbyists in the US provide material and financial support for Israel. So, critics describes, Zionist
Jewish lobbyists and the Christian right wing are warmongers, and racists. Pro-Israel Christians
provides a religious ideological justification for the war-crime against Palestinians. As Palestinian
Christian and Lutheran minister Mitri Raheb simply put it, the international community supplies
Israel a hardware while Christian right wing or fundamentalist Christian churches provide Israel with
a software.34
The Christian-Zionist ideological narrative and projection is destructive agenda, leading
worldwide Christian communities to withhold their criticism against the crimes committed by the
modern State of Israel. Under the influence of the Zionist ideological spell Christian
dispensationalist theologians legitimate those atrocities of the Zionist regime (modern day State of
Israel). Since 1948, this has become the ‗title deeds‘ for justifying ethnic division, military
occupation, building apartheid wall, and violations of human rights in the occupied Palestinian
Territory [oPT]. We can see straight away the links between ideology and religious involvement
through understanding dispensational theology and the ideology of Zionism.
Edward Said, Orientalism/Culture and Imperialism/Postcolonial Response Imaginative
Geographies35
This section is devoted to the concept of Edward Said‘s work on imaginative geography. If
one want to understand Said‘s contribution to the current debates, all required basic knowledge such
as colonialism, politics of identity, and power, required to have a basic knowledge of the French
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critical thinker Michael Foucault on the link between power and knowledge.36 Like Foucault, Said
begins with the most fundamental question of how academic/knowledge discourse is linked to
power.37 Foucault‘s work presents this familiar critical vocabulary in Discipline and Punish: The Birth of
the Prison and The History of Sexuality, Volume 1, and one can identify certain elements of his thought
that are important for Said. Foucault argued that power is basically produced and reproduced
knowledge. Foucault argues power manufactures our knowledge or idea of the world. Foucault
describes power structures and structuring our constitutive immediate world. Obviously, there are
many similarities in this precise interrelationship between Said and Foucault‘s idea of the relationship
between power and knowledge. In fact, Said critics our present academic institutions due to its
relation with economic imperialism and its accompaniment, media imperialism. 38 As Said argues, a
systematic process of orientalizing the oriental by Western academicians are ambiguous and
stereotyping.39 In short, the oriental categories were originally a result of Western political and
ideological imperialism. In the case of the Israel and Palestine conflict, Israel is always projected as
victims and Palestinians as terrorists. The Christian dispensationalist and Zionist ideological
discourses successfully spread this ideologically constructed victimhood against the Palestinian
narrative. In results, it distorts the imagery of Palestine; it silences their voice, and marginalized
Palestinian activists and Jewish activist who fought to survive against the atrocities and occupations
of the modern day State of Israel. The ironic is that while Israelis is fighting for occupation
Palestinians is fighting for survival.
Again, using the biblical idioms, the modern day State of Israel projecting and casting
―imaginative geography” onto the Palestinian territory. Besides, Jewish white supremacy becomes a
notorious ideology that caters for colonizing Palestine. As Keith W. Whitelam argues that Jewish
white supremacy attempts to deny the space and time of Palestinians’ history or existence.40 But how
this imaginative geography take place? Along with a certain methodology and style, Said draws on
Foucault‘s important theorization of power and knowledge. This discussion provides a consolidation
of the idea how Christian dispensationalist and Zionist Jews construct and reconstruct their narrative
of the land of Palestine. The modern day State of Israel exploits the literal interpretation of the
Hebrew and Christian Scripture. By projecting these ancient biblical maps on to the Palestinian
territory, they dismiss their crime of occupation. Invoking and purging the ancient names and cities
of the Scriptures terminates basic rights and history of the indigenous Palestinian community. The
Judaisation or zionisation process takes place by using invented tradition and archeology to
annihilate any trace of the Palestinians in the occupied Palestinian territory. For example, the Zionist
state erases the names of Palestinian cities and villages by replacing them with biblical names and
utilizing three forms of demolition: punitive, administrative and military/clearing land.41 Indeed, it is
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a troubling thought that Zionist victory using correlationism with the Hebrew Scripture or Christian
Scripture to conquest of the Palestinians‘ land. Thus, imaginative geography operates as a discourse and
continuum action that extends forward, reaching towards an infinite point of progress of Israeli
occupation of the land of Palestine. Obviously, this is how the modern day State of Israel uses and
manipulates biblical language or idiom to create and reinforce their power to colonialize or zionise
the land of Palestine. Such terms as „chosen people‟, „promised land‟ or „a land without a people for a people
without a land,‟ operates as a discourse in continuum action towards the colonization or zionisation of
the land of Palestine.
At the height of the tension between Iran and the US and its allies, the prime minister of
Israel, Benjamin Natanyahu, provided the US President Barak Obama with a genocidal Bible story the story of Esther that ends with the mass-murder of Persians.42 In this gesture, the prime minister
of Israel underscores that violence is at the heart of the sacred text, particularly to those who are not
in favor of the existence of the modern day State of Israel‘s illusionary and imperialistic agenda in
the MENA region. Conservative politicians, Zionist Jews and Christians often exploits the religious
text in their public statements and appearances in order to be more appealing and convincing to
their Christian audience. Such strategies are effective to those uninformed listeners. This theopolitical tendency is not simply the result of successful marketing skilled Zionist politicians,
lobbyists, and diplomats; rather it draws from the religious text of the Scripture. It endeavors to
frame and reframe the issue and speaks to a hunger for waging war against the enemy of the chosen
people of God. These problems cannot be disassociated from the framework of dispensationalist
theology in which they appeared and developed their urgency to colonialize or zionise the land of
Palestine.
In the Zionist rhetoric and self-perception, it seems that sacred text is in the lynching,
pogrom and technological weaponry of today how to deal with Palestinians. For Said, to project
these biblical idioms is a form of the Western style of dominating the Orient.43 In the case of
zionisation of the land of Palestine, this clearly demonstrates how history is written by the victors.
Biblical idioms such as „chosen people‟, „promised land‟ or „a land without a people for a people without a land,‟
made up of the interruption of the pluralities and suspension of diversities. The proliferation of
meanings all points to singularities of absolute claims of the Zionist Jews to the land of Palestine.
For them, to uphold the supernatural rights of state of Israel over the land of Palestine is to uphold
the promises of God. This definition has a political action that suggests that modern day Israelis are
ready to defend their self-serving ideology of exceptionalism. Moreover, Said notes that these
biblical idioms exercise one-sided hegemonic power of the West over the oriental.44 This impulse
encourages and attempts to construct and reconstruct the identity, local history, and the future of
the oriental; frequently it persecutes what it sees as a threat to the established power of the West.
The process is intended to marginalize and exclude a certain group, belief and practices and
authorize another group, belief and practices. It is an immense repertoire of Zionist colonialisation
or zionisation of the land of Palestine. The result of the instrumentalizing of these biblical idioms is
disastrous for Palestinians. The Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre 2014 report, IDMC,
estimates that there were at least 263,000 internally displaced people (IDPs) in occupied Palestine as
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of September 2014 alone.45 Aside from this, since 1948 up to 1967 Palestinians lost almost 78% of
their land to the state of Israel. 46 This zionisation or colonialisation is a continuum until this very
moment.47 Palestinian refugees are another important issue.
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The United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees (UNRWA) has
documented that since 1950 UNRWA is catering the basic needs of 750,000 Palestine refugees. 49 In
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addition, UNRWA also stated that approximately 5 million Palestine refugees are eligible for
UNRWA services.50 The view taken here is that much of what happens in the land of Palestine and
to the Palestinians is a form of ethnic cleansing. Actually this is how a modern Israeli historian Ilan
Pappé describes it in his book entitled The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine,51 whilst Anita Shapira confirms
that the Zionist leadership legitimized the use of terror over Palestinians civilians even earlier. 52 It
justified forced silent transfer and eradication of the Palestinians’ villages. The map below is a
representation of the systematic colonialisation/Zionisation/Judaisation of the Palestinian territory
(Figure 1).
Anti-Essentialist Response [Jews-Arab]
Some years ago, there was a craving for academic pursuit of the identity discourse of Israelis
and the Palestinians. The international news about the question of DNA sequencing studies or the
eugenics movement regarding Western Zionist Jews, this is very disturbing. People were
preoccupied by the genetic composition that was based on the historical theo-political claims of the
modern day Jews.53 Ironically, modern science has become a political tool to manipulate a specific
truth-claim. A former Palestinian professor of genetics and director of clinical cytogenetic services at
Yale School of Medicine, Dr. Mazim B. Qumsiyeh, argues that it is an intentional exploitation of
science in favor of one political ideology.54 Actually, this practice of racial purity is not new to us.
The connection between biology, ideology and religion is a heritage common to all modern states.
The scrub of much identity politics is supported by an impressive construction and reconstruction
of facts. During 1907-1960, the US government used fumigated to prevent those people who were
deemed genetically inferior from reproducing without their consent, pursuant to state laws and
without criminalizing those people who execute it.55 In short, the victims were the mentally ill and
disabled individuals. This was later radicalized and exploited under the leadership of Hitler regarding
the European Jews.56 This shows how the state can be powerful to award, remove and to reduce
your rights, including your identity. The racist state has the power to marginalize or to exclude and
include a certain group vis-a-vis a favored group. The state also has the capability to construct and
reconstruct local and national identity.57 The tragic elimination of the local identity of one ethnic
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group in favor of White supremacy is a form of Western colonialisation. Again, it is an exercise of
one-sided hegemonic power of the West over the oriental. Aside from this, this purist Jewish
identity is reflected in the Constitution of Israel.58 This social construction of the Jewish identity has
become the determining factor of the excluding and including discourse.59
It is a form of totalizing one‘s own identity and ethnicity in the guise of religious language,
knowing the all identity and ethnicity are based on the social construction of reality. But the Zionist
Jews insist on it. Qumsiyeh argues that the apologetic of modern Zionist Jews claims that being
Jewish is not merely religious or an imagined community but a national ethnic community and race
emerged and direct descendant from the Ancient biblical Israelites, particularly from the twelve
tribes of Israel.60 Again, this bases the privilege and supernatural rights of the state of Israel over the
land of Palestine upon the promises of God. This statement is meant to confront the problem of
identity and right to land that was explored by Edward Said. This is precisely an essentialist
understanding of Jewish identity. Unfortunately, it is prevalent among Zionist Christian churches. In
fact, those Jews who are married to Arabs are discriminated against in modern Israeli society based
on the constructed status of ‗Jewish nationality.‘61 It became the criterion of local and national identity.
Hence, it is a form of classification that operates as the dominant discourse in the continuum action
of colonization or zionisation of the land of Palestine. Utilization of the biblical idioms as national
ethnic identity and race emerged in their historical, religious and political narrative. This „single Jewish
origins‟ mentality today smacks of religious extremism and exceptionalism. This strategy is well
articulated in the introductory statement of The Declaration of the Establishment of the State of
Israel that the land of Israel is the land for the Jewish people. Thus, the concept „single Jewish origins‟
imbeds a form of totalizing one‘s own identity and ethnicity in the guise of religious language,
expressing full identity and ethnicity.62 This should be challenged, interrogated and questioned
properly.
Conclusion
My own analysis suggests that some important qualifications are needed to the overall quite
uncontested concepts espoused by Christian dispensationalists and Zionist Jews. Even Zionist
Christians, however, would admit how difficult, even it seems impossible, it is to distinguish
between them and spot immediately the dissimilarity between Dispensationalist theology and
Zionist ideology, since all have sought to conform to the paradigm of the distorted usage of biblical
idioms. Yet to sensitized observers, Christian conformity to a theo-political system of
dispensationalist theology and Zionist ideology remains a potentially disruptive, efficacious
enactment of religious-political conviction. This philosophy became educative and instrumental for
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liberation and emancipation of the Palestinians. The main task of philosophy here is to destabilize
the logic of Zionism. This paper is meant to explore or even provoke a very sensitive issue that
borders on equally sensitive issues, such as Zionism being different from Judaism, ethnic cleansing
of the Palestinian communities, and injustices in the West Bank and East Jerusalem areas. I
maintain that Zionism is not a representation of the Jewish call for a community of believers. It is
an ideology rooted in an archaic-supremacist-racist metaphysic tradition which promotes the
rebirth of religious alterity [What does this mean?] and uses modern day political apparatuses of
biopolitics. The suppression and aggression towards Palestinian people should be resisted. Their
distorted images of the Palestinian should be challenged and reconstructed or corrected. Hence, the
aim/task of philosophy is to challenge the essentialist dichotomy/dualism between being an Arab
and a Jew, to free both peoples from extremist positions, and to bring justice, reconciliation,
reinterpretation and dezionisation of their considered sacred texts. This entails dealing with
untouchable issues that Zionists are trying to cover up. Key issues to solve are the problems of
Jerusalem, refugees, borders, and the future of the settlers. Zionist regimes cover up by using the
distorted biblical idioms ‗chosen people‘, ‗promised land‘ or ―A land without a people for a people without a
land.‖ These have been used by many Christian Churches in the Philippines and Jewish Zionists as
the ‗title deeds‘ for justifying ethnic division, military occupation, an apartheid wall and violations of
human rights in the occupied Palestinian Territory. These biblical idioms are taken as God‘s
promises to modern day Israel. Israel‘s dangerous dream of imaginative geography is unrealistic and
inherently a form of Western colonial projection.
I elaborate in this paper that dispensationalist theology is a dramatic process representing an
impoverishment of biblical interpretation among the Christian community, in social, cultural,
political and religious terms. Though it is widely accepted by the Christian majority for certain and
uncertain reasons, rereading and reinterpreting the Christian eschatology is badly needed. Over the
last decades Christian churches have long been silent about the crimes of the Zionist state of Israel
or have even supported them. Christians worldwide are therefore responsible for the catastrophe or
the Nakba of the Palestinians---both Christians and Muslims in Palestine. To combat this distorted
interpretation, it is important that Christians should engage themselves in dezionising their Christian
Eschatology. This process is one of the works to destabilize the Zionist hegemonic forms of
political and social control in the present. This dezionisation process involves working to deactivate
the darkness of the present conflict between Israelis and Palestinians through tracing its shadows in
racism, white supremacy, western form of colonialism, white supremacy and ethnocentrism. These
key issues can give Christians a sense of how the Zionists read, manipulate and utilize the biblical
idioms or language. Zionists use these biblical idioms, genealogy and narrative as political
instruments, whilst the Western mass media manipulates the realities on the ground. Most of their
representations and [the] grand narratives portray Israel as the victim. Plying the language of
victimhood it fuels the popular narrative that Israel should defend themselves against Palestinian
terrorism and Christians should take the side of modern day Israel. Whatever the public issue in
question, the Christian tendency is to focus on the biblical idioms, biblical promises, and prophetic
fulfillments---and the issue has never been a question of injustices and violations of the basic human
rights committed by the state of Israel over Palestinians. This challenge is not to be taken lightly. It
is a radical call and confrontation for the Christian community against Zionist ideological elements
that cut and frame the Christian eschatological doctrine. Dezionisation is a prophetic critique of
oppressive power in language and life. This checking process is not only a concern for justice but
involves one‘s own ideas and biases. It is a self-critique. This process has the potential to transform
the way we approach a difficult and divisive issue at hand. In doing so, dezionising Christian
eschatology will bring transformation to the dominant belief and attitude toward the Israel/Palestine
conflict. In solidarity with Palestinians, as Christians, we have to be in the vanguard of the practice
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of advocating neighborly love to overcome racism, ethnocentrism, and human suffering. We have to
proclaim and demonstrate the dezionise ―Good News‖ to the whole world.
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